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The Sabbath Recorder
Harper Collins

For many men, middle
age arrives too fast
and without due
warning. One day you
are young, free and
single; the next you
are bald, fat and
washed-up, with weird
tendrils of hair
growing out of your
ears. None of it seems
fair. With age should
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come dignity and
global bestseller for a reason: it's
respect, but instead
one of the best books on
everyone makes tired
fatherhood you will ever read.
jokes about buying a
Warmly endorsed by dozens of
motorbike.Marcus
America's best-known and most
Berkmann isn't having respected fathers, the book lays
it. Having marked his out the "Ten Tools of
fiftieth birthday by
Fatherhood" that will help every
hiding under the duvet dad who uses them. The book is
for six weeks, the
the product of Slayton's thirtyauthor of the cricket year study of fatherhood on five
classics Rain Men and different continents, his research,
Zimmer Men is now
and his own experience raising
determined to find
four children with his wife of
some light in the all- twenty-six years. Slayton's easy-toconsuming darkness.
read, friendly style makes it a fun
Musing over birth,
read, and the many great real-life
death and all the
stories bring it to life. Be a Better
messy stuff in
Dad Today! is an inspirational,
between, he concludes encouraging, and down-to-earth
that however dreadful guidebook for every father who
you look in the mirror wants to be a better dad--for his
today, it will be much family's sake and his own. With
worse in ten years'
humor, empathy, common sense,
time. His brutally
and engaging stories, Slayton
candid despatch from
reveals proven and powerful tools
the frontline is not
and techniques that will help
for the faint-hearted, every dad fulfill his God-given
which is to say anyone responsibilities. Whether
under thirty-five.
parenting younger or older kids,
Masculinity and Fatherhood
boys or girls, blended families or
Gossip Or Truth Random House as a single dad (or even as a fatherBe a Better Dad Today! is a
to-be), readers will find wise
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informative read for all wouldinsights and practical, doable
action steps for becoming the best be parents.
dad they can be. The book makes Christian Fatherhood Penguin
a great gift for Father's Day,
Dear Prospective Book Buyer,
Christmas, birthdays, or any day. Publishing types tell me that if
And since the Slaytons are
you're reading this, it means
dedicating 100 percent of all
you're looking for a reason to
royalties from the book to
buy this book. Personally, I
fatherhood and family charities
think the eye-catching cover
serving the US Military and atrisk families, your purchase will a shot of me in my pajamas is
blessing to the fathers and families reason enough. (By the way,
who serve our nation every day. those are my real kids on the
cover, and yes, those are my
Methodist Magazine and
actual ankles. No, I'm not
Review Lulu.com
A Better Man cracked me
retaining water.) What you're
wide open, and it's a template holding in your hands is a very
for the conversation we need funny and sometimes
to be having with our boys.
remarkably poignant look at
Often hilarious, always honest fathers, not from the mother's
and with a lot less swearing
point of view or the child's,
than the author intended,
but from the dad's side. Which
Fatherhood is a first-hand
is why it's called Tales from
account of the journey from
'not that bothered' about kids, the Dad Side. It's filled with
stories of what it's like to be a
to the first birthday party.
dad and a son, from a child's
Delving into why some men
first day of kindergarten to the
are wary of having children,
what they think is going to
awkward sex talk and right up
happen when they do, and
to the day the always-practical
what really happens when
dad tries to pay for college
they get on with it, Fatherhood with bonus miles. I was there
is an entertaining and
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for every landmark in my
was an illegal alien. Over the
children's lives, except the day course of raising three
I was on the riding lawn
children, I have learned with
mower and missed my son's
my wife that fathers are
first words, which my wife
different from mothers. That
insists were “trust fund.” As
could be the greatest
children get older, the lessons understatement since Noah
of the father get harder, like
turned on the Weather Channel
teaching my son how to shave and found out that the next
just as my father taught me,
forty days called for a 20
with a rusty double-edged
percent chance of light rain.
safety razor. At the end of my The truth is, fatherhood is like
dad's lesson, I emerged from Wikipedia: some parts based in
the bathroom nicked and
fact, others just made up along
gouged, looking like an extra the way. And while bookstores
from a Quentin Tarantino film. are filled with tales of mothers,
My more civilized son is a
their children and families,
Norelco man. With my high- there are few from the dad's
school-age daughters, I
side. Now, as a public service,
promised them a day on which I'm doing my part to right this
I'd take them anywhere and do wrong. I sincerely hope this
anything with them they
answers your questions. If
wanted, expecting them to ask perhaps it's not exactly your
for dinner and a movie; I was cup of tea, I bet you've got a
horrified when they told me
father or mother in your life
they wanted all of us to get
who'd like the stone-cold truth
manicures and pedicures
about dads. Besides, for the
together. That was not the
same money, you can either
answer I was expecting; it was put three gallons of gas in your
like discovering Lou Dobbs
car or take home this book,
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which has a highway rating of Spurgeon preached to
29 smiles an hour. Steve
more than 10 million
Doocy
people, often up to ten
From Fatherless to
times each week. He was
Fatherhood Barbour
the pastor of the
Publishing
congregation of the New
Volume 62 Sermons
Park Street Chapel (later
3493-3544 Charles
the Metropolitan
Spurgeon (19 June 1834 Tabernacle) in London
– 31 January 1892) is
for 38 years. He was an
one of the church’s most inexhaustible author of
famous preachers and
various kinds of works
Christianity’s foremost including sermons,
prolific writers. Called
commentaries, an
the “Prince of
autobiography, as well as
Preachers,” he was one books on prayer,
of England's most
devotionals, magazines,
notable ministers for
poetry, hymns and more.
most of the second half Spurgeon was known to
of the nineteenth
produce powerful
century, and he still
sermons of penetrating
remains highly influential thought and divine
among Christians of
inspiration, and his
different denominations oratory and writing skills
today. His sermons have held his audiences
spread all over the
spellbound. Many
world, and his many
Christians have
printed works have been discovered Spurgeon's
cherished classics for
messages to be among
decades. In his lifetime, the best in Christian
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literature. Edward
once, like an electric
Walford wrote in Old and current, through the
New London: Volume 6 breast of every one
(1878) quoting an article present, and by this
from the Times regarding magnetic chain the
one of Spurgeon’s
preacher held us fast
meetings at Surrey:
bound for about two
“Fancy a congregation hours. It is not my
consisting of 10,000
purpose to give a
souls, streaming into the summary of his
hall, mounting the
discourse. It is enough to
galleries, humming,
say of his voice, that its
buzzing, and swarming—a power and volume are
mighty hive of
sufficient to reach every
bees—eager to secure at one in that vast
first the best places, and, assembly; of his
at last, any place at all.
language, that it is
After waiting more than neither high-flown nor
half an hour—for if you
homely; of his style, that
wish to have a seat you it is at times familiar, at
must be there at least
times declamatory, but
that space of time in
always happy, and often
advance—Mr. Spurgeon eloquent; of his doctrine,
ascended his tribune. To that neither the 'Calvinist'
the hum, and rush, and
nor the 'Baptist' appears
trampling of men,
in the forefront of the
succeeded a low,
battle which is waged by
concentrated thrill and
Mr. Spurgeon with
murmur of devotion,
relentless animosity, and
which seemed to run at with Gospel weapons,
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against irreligion, cant,
biblical figures.
hypocrisy, pride, and
Parenting with Grace
those secret bosom-sins and Truth Harvest
which so easily beset a House Publishers
man in daily life; and to All parents struggle
sum up all in a word, it is with understanding
enough to say of the man
how best to raise their
himself, that he
children and maintain
impresses you with a
perfect conviction of his healthy relationships
sincerity.” More than a with their partners. It
hundred years after his can be a daunting task
for a young man to
death, Charles
refocus his priorities
Spurgeon’s legacy
continues to effectively from himself to the
inspire the church around needs of his wife and
the world. For this
children. Many never
reason, Delmarva
manage it, but this
Publications has chosen book shows how you
to publish the complete can. When you became
works of Charles
a Dad, was it by chance
Spurgeon.
or by choice? Either
Bill Cosby on Fatherhood
way, for the rest of
Hachette UK
your life you will have
Captures the
experiences of babyhood countless opportunities
from both the infant and to make the best
parental points of view, choices. Not feeling
courageous? Take
with quotes from
literary, historical, and
heart. The author helps
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well-informed. Topics range
you discover the
essential hallmarks of a from scientific discoveries
to theological explanations,
courageous Dad and
and each devotion is
how you can become
followed by a brief
one too. The choice is reflection and prayer for
yours.
meditation. The time has
The Ultimate Problems of
Christianity Little Brown
GBR
Why do you believe what
you believe? How can you
know your faith is
credible? Many Christians
today struggle to answer
these questions. Though
you may know what you
believe, the why and how
behind the thought can be
complex, confusing, and
even mysterious. In
Today’s Moment of Truth,
bestselling author Lee
Strobel articulates in 180
easy-to-read devotions the
reasons why Christians
believe what they believe.
Combining his expertise in
apologetics with his
journalistic approach to
parsing out the details, this
devotionalwill leave you
deeply encouraged and

come to walk confidently in
your faith. Today’s
Moment of Truth will be an
invaluable tool as you grow
in your understanding of
and faith in Christ.

The Westminster ...
Delmarva Publications,
Inc.
"Walking in Truth" is a
fictional account based
on the lived
experiences of Tony D.
Christon-Walker. A
Black, Gay man who
grew up, with no
roadmap on his
identity, in the 1970s
and 1980s in Alabama.
"Walking in Truth,"
chronicles the life of
Marvin Waller, how he
navigates all of the
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information and insights
obstacles of being
with pitch-perfect humour.
young, and how he
The Unitarian Lulu.com
deals with his
“Magical prose stylist”
sexuality. For some
Michael Chabon (Michiko
LGBTQ+ youth, it is
Kakutani, New York
hard to imagine a world Times) delivers a
without the token gay collection of
character on their
essays—heartfelt,
favorite television
humorous, insightful,
show. This book deals wise—on the meaning of
with adolescence,
fatherhood. For the
dating, parenthood, and September 2016 issue of
self-discovery. It is the GQ, Michael Chabon
wrote a piece about
first in a trilogy of
books, which will also accompanying his son
cover subjects like HIV Abraham Chabon, then
thirteen, to Paris Men’s
and the social dynamics
Fashion Week.
of race, sexual identity,
Possessed with a
and culture.
precocious sense of
Zimmer Men Peter Pauper
Press, Inc.
This one-stop, know-it-all
guide to the whole scary,
life-changing business —
one that looks beyond the
clich s into the fiery hell
of night feeds and
projectile vomiting —
provides crucial

style, Abe was in his
element chatting with
designers he idolized and
turning a critical eye to
the freshest runway
looks of the season;
Chabon Sr., whose
interest in clothing stops
at “thrift-shopping for
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vintage western shirts or and devoted dad Etan
Herm s neckties,” sat Thomas speaks from
idly by, staving off yawns his heart on what
and fighting the impulse matters most in his life:
that the whole thing was being there for his
a massive waste of time.
children. As a leading
Despite his own
participant in President
indifference, however,
what gradually emerged Obama’s Fatherhood
as Chabon ferried his son Initiative, Etan has
reached out to young
to and from fashion
men (often young
shows was a deep
fathers) in the juvenile
respect for his son’s
detention system and in
passion. The piece
quickly became a viral
local communities. He
sensation. With the GQ
knows firsthand the
story as its centerpiece, difference having a
and featuring six
father in your life every
additional essays plus an day can make. Now he
introduction, Pops
brings together a
illuminates the meaning,
chorus of voices to
magic, and mysteries of
weigh in on the
fatherhood as only
importance of being a
Michael Chabon can.

Orthodoxy: Its Truth
and Errors Granta
Books (Uk)
In Fatherhood, beloved
NBA player, poet,
children’s advocate,

father in our nation
today and to share what
they’ve learned from
being a father, having a
father, or in some
cases not having a
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father around. With
Marley • Abiodune
Original Essays and
Oyewole • Styles P •
Poems from Taye
Baron Davis • David
Diggs • Kareem Abdul- Aldridge • Stuart Scott
Jabbar • Malcolm• Dave Zirin • Kevin
Jamal Warner • Ice
Powell • John Carlos
Cube • Howard Dean • Derrick Coleman •
• Tony Hawk • Isaiah J. Ivy • Joe Johnson •
Washington • Yao
Al Horford • Pastor
Ming • Al Sharpton • John Jenkins • Julian
John King • Lamman Thomas • Ed Gordon
Rucker • Derek Fisher Jr. • Tito Puente Jr. •
• Kevin Durant •
Billy Hunter • 13 of
Russ Parr • Michael
Nazareth • Messiah
Moore • Chuck D •
Ramkissoon Through
Malcolm Shabazz •
these inspiring personal
Talem Acey • Will
experiences, Etan and
Downing • Chris Paul the men he’s gathered
• Allan Houston •
together hope to share
Talib Kweli • Black
the message that by
Ice • Cornel West • standing up and taking
Elijah Cummings •
an active role as
Mumia Abu-Jamal •
fathers, men not only
Grant Hill • Coach
find their own lives
John Thompson •
more joyful and
Roland Martin •
fulfilling—they pass on
Joakim Noah • Arn
to the next generation
Tellum • Damian
an unshakable legacy of
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love, wisdom,
responsibility, and
strength.
The Flaming Sword Wipf
and Stock Publishers
Examines the shifting
paradigm of unmarried
fatherhood in inner cities
in the United States,
citing how economic and
cultural changes have
transformed the meaning
of fatherhood among the
urban poor.

The Expository Times
Zondervan
Become the Dad Your
Kids Need The
rewards of being a
brave dad are great.
But no guts, no glory.
First you have to be
willing to follow God's
job description for
dads as given in the
Bible. In Brave Dad
you'll receive guidance
on... the starting point
of being a godly

dad—loving your wife
how to raise children
who desire to follow
God ways to lovingly
discipline kids and
encourage obedience
traps to avoid in the
course of parenting the
power of a dad's
example to shape
children for life When
you commit yourself to
being a brave dad, God
will help you every
step of the way. There
is no surer path to a
lifetime of family
blessings!
The Homiletic Review
Revell
This important book,
by a theologian
regarded as the most
eminent of this
century, explains the
Apostle's Creed as a
foundation of the
Christian religion.
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Brave Dad HarperCollins
Go Ask Your Dad
challenges fathers from
different faiths, cultures,
and generations to come
together and answer
tough questions dads,
children, and families
face today. Fathers must
learn from the past, be
prepared now and in the
future to discuss
everything from sexual
education and identity to
what kind of career path
a youth could choose.
They need to have
answers on how to
handle negative things
such as cyber-bullying
and ISIS, but also must
encourage good choices
for health, happiness and
a brighter tomorrow.
The authors of Go Ask
Your Dad don't claim to
be perfect dads; they do
promise, in this book,
you will find valuable
lessons from their

mistakes and successes.

Systematic theology by
J. Miley Family Life
Center Publications
The Truth About
Fatherhood is the only
guide you will need
when a newborn is
knocking on the door to
enter this world. This
gag book will show
your male significant
other the true steps
needed to navigate this
uncharted territory. He
will definitely know
who the boss is after
reading this
comprehensive book.
Homiletic Review
Having grown up without
his biological father, then
becoming a father himself,
Epps shares an intimate,
unapologetic, and
emotional conversation
about childhood, manhood,
and parenting. Chronicling
his journey from humble
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beginnings in Brooklyn,
rediscover your truth.
New York, to the bright
A grouped and annotated
lights of Hollywood, Epps subject-index to St.
touches on many themes
Paul's epistles
surrounding the importance
Try to keep a straight
of family and community.
face! Ribbon bookmark.
He shows how men can
break the cycle of
fatherlessness within their
families, and come to terms
with their own issues
surrounding their fathers.
-- adapted from back cover

Doing the Best I Can
Fit for Fatherhood is a
book about change,
more accurately a book
on laying an authentic
foundation and
understanding how you
have learned to avoid
growth. It utilizes the
time sensitive
motivation of pending
parenthood. You can
develop an
understanding of how
you eat, how you
move, how you relate
to others, and how to
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